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Tilt order parameters, polarity, and inversion phenomena in smectic liquid crystals
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The order parameters for the phenomenological description of the smectic-A to smectic-C phase transition
are formulated on the basis of molecular symmetry and structure. It is shown that, unless the long molecular
axis is an axis of twofold or higher rotational symmetry, the ordering of the molecules in the smectic-C phase
gives rise to more than one tilt order parameter and to one or more polar order parameters. The latter describe
the indigenous polarity of the smectic-C phase, which is not related to molecular chirality but underlies the
appearance of spontaneous polarization in chiral smectics. A phenomenological theory of the phase transition
is formulated by means of a Landau expansion in two tilt order parameters~primary and secondary! and an
indigenous polarity order parameter. The coupling among these order parameters determines the possibility of
sign inversions in the temperature dependence of the spontaneous polarization and of the helical pitch observed
experimentally for some chiral smectic-C* materials. The molecular interpretation of the inversion phenomena
is examined in the light of this formulation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The molecular physics of smectic liquid crystals has be
receiving much attention, mainly in connection wi
ferroelectricity-related applications of some of these mat
als @1#. Nearly three decades ago it was predicted by Me
and soon afterward proved experimentally, that a til
smectic-C phase made of chiral molecules can exhibit sp
taneous electric polarizationPS within each smectic laye
@2#. This chiral phase, the Sm-C* , further differs from the
achiral (Sm-C, handedness symmetric! phase in that the azi
muthal angle of the director varies linearly with the distan
along the layer normal, thus defining a helical configurat
of definite handedness and constant pitch. Normally,PS dis-
appears on heating to the nontilted~orthogonal! smectic-A
(Sm-A) phase. More recently, spontaneous polarization w
detected in a special class of achiral compounds with b
structure~banana-shaped molecules! forming smectic phase
with form chirality @3–5#.

In general,PS depends very sensitively on the structure
the molecules that form the Sm-C* phase. There are nume
ous examples of dramatic changes inPS caused by only
slight modifications of the molecular structure. Usually, t
magnitude ofPS increases on lowering the temperature fro
the Sm-A–Sm-C* transition point TA-C* . A number of
Sm-C* compounds, however, deviate from this behavior
that the magnitude ofPS increases up to some value fro
which it decreases on further reducing the temperature
several known cases the decrease ofuPSu with temperature
continues until an ‘‘inversion temperature’’Tinv is reached at
which PS vanishes completely; below that temperaturePS
grows again monotonically but with the opposite si
@6–11#. The temperature dependence of the tilt angle and
the helical pitch does not show any particular irregular
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around the inversion temperature ofPS . Certain compounds
exhibit inversion of the pitch handedness@12# with tempera-
ture but this does not seem to be directly correlated with
sign inversion ofPS . In one known case where both types
inversion are exhibited by the same compound, the two
versions happen at different temperatures@13#. A sign-
inverting behavior ofPS with temperature has also been o
served in side-chain Sm-C* polymers@14#. A similar sign
inversion is observed, as a function of concentration, in m
tures of achiral smectic molecules with chiral dopants@15#.

One interpretation proposed for the sign inversion ofPS
with temperature is based on the mechanism of compe
conformations that produce opposite contributions to
spontaneous polarization@7,13#. Another interpretation as
sumes competing effects originating from the polar and q
drupolar biasing of rotations around the long molecular a
and attributes the sign reversal to a special case of the
pling of the tilt to the rotational biasing@16#. Although these
two interpretations address different molecular featur
namely, conformational changes and transverse interacti
they are not necessarily mutually exclusive. In fact, the p
sibility of sign reversal ofPS is directly obtained in a mo-
lecular theory of primitive smectic molecules consisting o
rigid mesogenic core and two pendant chains that can ro
about the core axis, thus producing different conformatio
@17,18#. This theory explicitly shows that the tilt angle of th
core segments is in general different from the tilt of t
chains and that the sign inversion ofPS is related to the
variation of this difference. The variation is driven by pac
ing correlations between the molecular orientations and
conformations. Such correlations affect both the conform
tional sampling and the sampling of transverse intermole
lar interactions that produce the rotational bias of a giv
conformer around the long molecular axis.

Notably, each of the above interpretations implies m
lecular features, such as biaxiality and flexibility, that a
clearly beyond the uniaxial rod idealizations underlying t
simplest microscopic and phenomenological descriptionsr
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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tilted smectics. The consideration of more realistic molecu
structures is necessary not only for the interpretation of s
cial phenomena, such as the inversion of the spontane
polarization or of the pitch, but also for the understanding
more common and fundamental aspects of smectics, suc
microsegregation. The latter originates from the chem
differentiation of the two basic components of the smec
molecules, namely, the relatively rigid mesogenic core a
the aliphatic end chains. Microsegregation is the mechan
that drives the formation of the smectic layers and, combi
with the nonlinear~zigzag, bent, etc.! structure of the mol-
ecules, gives rise to tilt and polar ordering@17,18#. In com-
mon smectic molecules, molecular flexibility consists main
of internal flexibility of the end chains and of the possibili
of rotations of the chains as a whole relative to the core
the absence of any site-specific interactions, flexibility alo
could produce microsegregation as it is entropically fav
able for the ‘‘fluid’’ chains to group together@19#. Further-
more, as a result of the internal relative motions of the s
molecular segments, the average disposition of the flexi
asymmetric, molecule in the tilted smectic phase canno
general be described by a single tilt angle~equivalently, by a
single ‘‘director’’!. Different segments of the molecule cou
exhibit different tilt angles with respect to the layer norm

The existence of more than one director, and associ
tilt angle, has been invoked for the interpretation of the
sults of several experimental studies of the Sm-C phase.
Deuterium NMR measurements@20# indicate that different
segments of the flexible smectic molecules do not in gen
share a common principal axis~director! of their second rank
ordering tensors. A clear difference between the tilt ang
associated with the mesogenic core and the flexible
chains of the molecules is obtained from x-ray measurem
@21# in the Sm-C phase. Analogous conclusions are reach
with IR spectroscopy@22#. It is also well known that x-ray
measurements and optical measurements give in genera
ferent values for the tilt angle, indicating that the tilt dete
mined from molecular packing within the layers need n
coincide with the deviation of the principal optical axis fro
the layer normal. Such considerations are consistent with
cent results from combined x-ray and optical studies
ferroelectric liquid crystal cells@23#. In fact, a single tilt
angle description is strictly applicable only to molecules
uniaxial symmetry.

The same implications of molecular asymmetry and fl
ibility are carried over to the polar order parameters; they
in general different for different segments of the molecu
This is directly demonstrated by atomistic calculations of
segmental order parameters@24#. It is also in accord with the
observed sensitivity of the spontaneous polarization of so
categories of Sm-C* compounds to changes of the positio
of the electric dipole moment within the molecular fram
@1,24#.

This paper is concerned with the incorporation of mole
lar symmetry and flexibility in the phenomenological d
scription of the Sm-A–Sm-C phase transition. The resultin
formulation is used to analyze the sign inversion of the sp
taneous polarization and of the pitch observed in so
Sm-C* materials since such phenomena are thought to
03171
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flect particular effects of molecular structure and conform
tion on smectic ordering.

The next section deals with the identification of the r
evant order parameters of the Sm-A and Sm-C phases in
relation to molecular structure and symmetry. These or
parameters are then used in Sec. III to formulate a Lan
expansion of the free energy of the Sm-A–Sm-C transition.
The Landau expansion is used to derive the temperature
pendence of the order parameters and therefrom to inv
gate the conditions leading to sign inversion of the para
eters associated with the spontaneous polarization, in
IV, and the handedness of the pitch in the Sm-C* phase, in
Sec. V. The current description is compared with the conv
tional Landau expansion in Sec. VI.

II. SYMMETRIES AND ORDER PARAMETERS

The Sm-C phase has a mirror symmetry plane, the ‘‘t
plane,’’ perpendicular to the layers, and a twofold rotati
symmetry axis (C2) in the direction normal to the tilt plane
@1,2#. The intersection of the twofold axis with the mirro
plane defines the center of inversion symmetry of the pha
In what follows, the layer normal is identified as theZ axis of
a phase-fixed reference frame and the twofold symmetry
is taken to be theX axis of the frame. Accordingly, the abov
symmetries imply invariance of the molecular probabil
distribution, and thereby of the free energy of the phase, w
respect to the following two transformations:

X→2X ~plane of symmetry!, ~1!

~Y,Z!→~2Y,2Z! ~ twofold rotation!. ~2!

As a result of the invariance with respect to these tra
formations, the phase is also invariant with respect to cha
of handedness of theXYZ frame, i.e., achiral. The symmetr
of the Sm-A phase differs in that it is invariant separate
with respect to

Y→2Y and Z→2Z. ~3!

A. Uniaxial molecules

If the molecules forming the smectic phase are appro
mated by uniaxially symmetric rigid objects, then the orie
tation of each molecule is specified in terms of a single u
vectors along the molecular axis of full rotational symmet
@see Fig. 1~a!#. In that case, the orientational order para
eters, i.e., the ensemble averages of tensors of various r
that can be formed from the components ofs, reflect the
symmetries of the Sm-C phase in the following ways. The
zero rank~scalar! order parameters are trivial (^s2&51) in
view of the assumed rigidity of the molecules. The first ra
~vector! order parameters vanish in view of Eqs.~1! and~2!,

^sX&,^sY&,^sZ&50. ~4!

The second rank order parameters are the components o
symmetric and traceless tensor

hab5~3^sasb&2dab!/2, ~5!
2-2
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TILT ORDER PARAMETERS, POLARITY, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 031712
with the subscriptsa,b denoting components along th
X,Y,Z axes. The order parametershXY andhXZ vanish as a
result of the symmetry transformation in Eq.~1!. The diago-
nal componentshXX ,hYY,hZZ survive both symmetry op
erations in Eqs.~1! and ~2! and so does the off diagona
componenthYZ . The latter gives a measure of the breaki
of the rotational symmetry about the layer normal (Z axis!
due to the tilted ordering of the molecules. The additio
symmetry, Eq.~3!, of the Sm-A phase leads tohYZ50. Thus
the primary order parameter for the distinction between
Sm-A and the Sm-C phases ishYZ .

It is convenient not to use directly the order parame
hYZ in the phenomenological description of the phase tr
sition but rather to use the so-called ‘‘tilt pseudovector’’t,
which conveys explicitly the deviation of the director fro
the layer normal in the Sm-C phase. The relation oft to hYZ
is established through the identification of the director w
the principal axis of the ordering tensor. The tilt pseudov
tor is defined by

t5~Z3Z̃!~Z•Z̃!, ~6!

where Z̃ is the unit vector in the direction of the principa
axis of the ordering tensorhab . The principal axis frame
X̃ỸZ̃ is obtained by rotating theXYZ frame about theX axis
by an angleu such as to diagonalize the tensorhab , i.e., to
obtain the frame for whichh ỸZ̃50 or, equivalently, for
which the order parameterhZZ acquires its maximum value
h Z̃Z̃ . ObviouslyX̃ coincides withX and the pseudovectort is

FIG. 1. ~a! Right cylinder representing the molecular symme
of rigid uniaxial molecules. The unit vectors defines the direction
of the axis of full rotational symmetry of the molecule.~b! Coarse
representation of the generic structure of real smectic molecule
the most symmetric case. The molecules have a plane of~statistical!
symmetry~mirror plane, coinciding with the plane of the drawing!,
an axis of twofold rotational symmetry~perpendicular to the sym
metry plane!, and an inversion center~at the point where the two
fold axis intersects the mirror plane!. The three arrows represent th
vectors describing the direction of the mesogenic core and of
axes of the two end chains in their most extended conformation~c!
Oblique cylinder representation of a molecule bearing the sa
symmetries as in~b! but disregarding other structural and confo
mational features. The two unit vectorss ands8 are rigidly attached
to the molecule; they specify its orientation and define its mir
symmetry plane. The pseudovectora5s3s8 is normal to the sym-
metry plane.~d! A dipole momentm is attached to the oblique
cylinder in ~c!. If m has a nonvanishing component in the directi
of a, the attachment of the dipole leads to the breaking of the mi
symmetry. The molecule then becomes chiral with respect to
electrostatic interactions.
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alongX. The angleu is related to the tilt pseudovector and
the components ofhab as follows:

sin 2u52X•t52hYZ /~h Z̃Z̃2h ỸỸ!. ~7!

Since the onset of the~achiral! Sm-C phase is marked simply
by the appearance of a non-vanishing value of the tilt vec
the Landau expansion@1# of the equilibrium free energy dif-
ferencegA-C describing the Sm-A–Sm-C phase transition is
an expansion in the single order parametert. Furthermore,
due to the thermodynamic equivalence of the states wit
and2t, the expansion contains only even powers oft,

gA-C5
1

2
at21

1

4
bt41•••. ~8!

This is the conventional form of the Landau expansion
the Sm-A–Sm-C transition in the absence of external field
@25–28#. It clearly does not involve any kind of polarity
order parameter. It should be recalled, however, that this
scription is valid only under the assumption that a sin
vectors is sufficient to describe the molecular orientation,
equivalently, that the molecules in the smectic phase beh
as rigid uniaxial objects. It is, of course, not implied here th
perfectly uniaxial molecules can indeed form a Sm-C phase.

The phenomenological description obtained in this s
tion, i.e., the expression for the tilt pseudovector in Eq.~6!,
also known as the Pikin-Indenbom order parameter@1#, and
the conventional form of the Landau expansion in Eq.~8!,
could be obtained without any reference to molecular str
ture or symmetry. This could be done simply by assum
that the orientational ordering of the molecules can be fu
described by a single order parameter tensor of rank 2. T
idealization leads to a single directorZ̃ which, when not
coincident with the layer normalZ, can be used to define th
tilt order parameter according to Eq.~6!. Molecular structure
and symmetry have been explicitly considered in this sec
in order to facilitate the subsequent discussion of less id
ized representations of molecular organization in tilted sm
tics.

B. Minimal deviation from uniaxial molecules

Real smectic molecules are of course flexible, their sh
is not uniaxial, and their orientation within the smectic pha
cannot be fully specified by a single vector@see Fig. 1~b!#. In
fact the complete specification of the orientation and conf
mation of the molecule requires at least as many unit vec
as there are molecular segments capable of moving rela
to one another. In what follows we demonstrate that the
scription of the Sm-A–Sm-C phase transition becomes qua
tatively different if one goes beyond the uniaxial idealizati
of the molecular structure. This will be done by minimal
extending the single vector description to a description
terms of two molecular unit vectors but the formulation c
be readily generalized to more complex molecular structu

Consider a molecular structure such as the one show
Fig. 1~b!. In the most symmetrical case the structure is c
trosymmetric, the plane of the fully extended conformati
of the molecule is a mirror symmetry plane, and the a
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perpendicular to that plane at the inversion center of the m
ecule is a twofold symmetry axis. Ignoring for the mome
molecular flexibility and structural details, these symmetr
are conveyed by the oblique cylinder of Fig. 1~c!. Unlike the
right cylinder of Fig. 1~a!, the orientation of this object can
not be completely specified by a single unit vectors. A sec-
ond unit vectors8 is required. A convenient choice of un
vectorss, s8 is shown in Fig. 1~c!. A measure of the devia
tion from prefect rotational symmetry about a single ‘‘long
axis is then provided by the pseudovectora5s3s8. This
pseudovector is normal to the symmetry plane of the obli
cylinder; its direction can be used to differentiate betwe
the two ‘‘faces’’ of the molecule, i.e., the two halves of th
molecule separated by the symmetry plane. Obviously, th
two halves of the oblique cylinder are distinct mirror imag
of each other; equivalently, the two ‘‘faces’’ of the molecu
are distinguishable.

The symmetries of Eqs.~1! and ~2! imply that the first
rank order parameters associated with the two unit vector
the oblique cylinder vanish,̂s&505^s8&. By analogy with
Eq. ~5! there are two second rank order parameter tens
one for each of the vectorss,s8, namely,

hab
(s)5~3^sasb&2dab!/2, ~9!

and

hab
(s8)5~3^sa8sb8&2dab!/2. ~10!

There is also a third, mixed, second rank order param
tensor

hab
(s,s8)5~3^sasb81sa8sb&/22~s•s8!dab!/2. ~11!

Only the YZ off diagonal components of these tensors s
vive the symmetry operations in Eqs.~1! and ~2!. Now, the

diagonalization of each of the tensorshab
(s) ,hab

(s8) , andhab
(s,s8)

requires in general a different rotation about theX axis. Ac-
cordingly, there are three different tilt anglesu (s),u (s8), and
u (s,s8) defining three different director frames~frames of
principal axes!. The three tilt angles, and the associated
vectorst(s),t(s8), andt(s,s8), are related to the components
the respective tensors analogously to Eqs.~6! and ~7!. As
shown in Appendix A, the choice of the three independent
order parameters to represent the breaking of the rotati
symmetry about the layer normal is not unique. It is a
shown there that, in the case of perfectly rigid molecul
one of the three parameters can be eliminated by choo
the molecular frame of axes properly.

The existence of more than one tilt order parameter is
the only difference from the uniaxially symmetric molecule
Another, perhaps more important, difference is that
pseudovectora singles out a unique transverse molecu
direction and this makes it possible to define the~pseudovec-
tor! order parameter̂a&. The Y and Z components of̂ a&
vanish as a result of the symmetry operations of Eqs.~1! and
~2!, but theX component survives these operations and the
fore the corresponding order parameter
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acquires a nonvanishing value in the Sm-C phase. This order
parameter describes the indigenous polar ordering@17# ex-
hibited by the molecules as a result of the tilted alignm
within the smectic layers. The microscopic origin of the i
digenous polarity is depicted in Fig. 2 for the molecul
whose shape can be approximated by the oblique cylind
of Fig. 1~c!: with the directorZ̃(s) tilted to the right of theZ
axis and with theX axis pointing outward from the plane o
the figure, the combination of stratification and alignme
constraints favors the molecular configurations for whicha
points in the positive direction of theX axis (a•X.0) over
those for whicha points in the negative direction (a•X
,0). Accordingly, on the averagea•X will acquire a posi-
tive value^aX&.

The existence of the tilt-induced polar ordering was de
onstrated using explicit molecular models of the Sm-C phase
taking into account phase symmetry and orientatio
conformation correlations dictated by the tilted stratified
dering@17,18#. It was also pointed out that this type of pola
ordering, the indigenous polarity, was overlooked in all p
vious molecular theories of tilted smectics. For notation
convenience, the polar ordering can be represented by
indigenous polarity~pseudovector! order parameterPI di-
rected along theX axis of the phase and defined as follow

PI5^a&/uau5X^aX&/uau. ~13!

C. Spontaneous polarization and molecular chirality

Clearly, the indigenous polarity is not a result of molec
lar chirality and is present irrespective of whether or not
phase exhibits an electric spontaneous polarizationPS . In
fact, the appearance of spontaneous polarization can be

FIG. 2. Illustration of the packing mechanism giving rise
polar ordering within a single layer of the tilted phase. With t

director Z̃(s) tilted to the right relative to the layer normal, th
statistically dominant molecular configurations are represented
the three oblique cylinder molecules on the right. For such confi
rations, the pseudovectora points out of the plane of the figure~the
‘‘tilt plane’’ !. Molecules configured like the oblique cylinder on th
left end havea pointing into the plane of the figure but these co
figurations deviate from the preferred tilt direction and are theref
statistically less favored by the packing constraints. According
the average projection of the pseudovectora along the direction
normal to the plane of the figure~theC2 axis of the phase! will not
vanish. The value of this projection defines the indigenous pola
order parameterPI of Eq. ~13!. The molecules chosen for this illus
tration have a plane of mirror symmetry~perpendicular toa! in
order to stress that the polarity of the tilted phase has nothing to
with molecular chirality.
2-4
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TILT ORDER PARAMETERS, POLARITY, AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 031712
sidered as a manifestation of the indigenous polarity w
the smectic molecules possess a permanent dipole mom
For example, if the oblique cylindrical molecules in Fig.
possess a dipole momentm, rigidly attached to the molecula
frame @see Fig. 1~d!# and with a nonvanishing compone
alonga, then the indigenous polarity gives rise to a spon
neous polarization vectorPS along theX axis. As shown in
Appendix B, the spontaneous polarizationPS can in this case
be expressed in terms of the indigenous polarity order
rameterPI according to :

PS5Nm'
* PI , ~14!

whereN is the number of molecules per unit volume a
m'

* [(m•a)/uau is the ~pseudoscalar! measure of what is of-
ten referred to as the ‘‘transverse molecular dipole.’’ Equ
tion ~14! is an exact result relating a macroscopic quan
(PS) to a molecular order parameter (PI) via a molecular
property (m'

* ). It states that the~indigenous! polar ordering
of the Sm-C phase will give rise to a macroscopic polariz
tion provided thatm'

* Þ0. It should be noted at this point tha
the presence of a dipole moment with a nonvanishing co
ponent alonga breaks the mirror symmetry of the obliqu
cylindrical molecule, i.e., introduces a chiral asymmetry. It
clear, however, that this chiral asymmetry does not prod
the polar ordering; it is involved only with the manifestatio
of the latter in the form of an electric spontaneous polari
tion.

It is perhaps instructive to view Eq.~14! as an explicit
realization of the general relation proposed by de Gennes
Prost@29# on purely dimensional grounds:

~spontaneous polarization!

5~number of molecules per unit volume!

3~ transverse molecular dipole!

3~yield factor!. ~15!

Since the spontaneous polarization is a true vector and s
the physical quantity ‘‘transverse molecular dipole’’ has
change sign on transforming the molecule to its mirror i
age, there are in principle two possibilities for the tens
character of the ‘‘transverse molecular dipole’’: either vec
or pseudoscalar. In the first case the order parameter
goes under the name of ‘‘yield factor’’ must be a scalar a
in the second a pseudovector. Obviously Eq.~14! corre-
sponds to the second possibility and the ‘‘yield factor’’
identified with the indigenous polarity pseudovectorPI . Al-
though both possibilities are acceptable from the tenso
point of view, the first possibility is physically incorrect sinc
the direction of the spontaneous polarization vector is a m
roscopic one and cannot therefore be specified by any d
tional quantity associated with individual molecules b
rather by the directionality of an order parameter describ
the bulk phase, in this case the ‘‘yield factor’’PI .

For conceptual clarity we have used an idealized mole
lar picture where the introduction of a dipole moment in t
molecular structure has negligible effects on the molecu
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shape and on the intermolecular interactions. This is appr
mately true for some types of real compounds. Normally,
chemical introduction of lateral dipolar groups deforms
some extent the molecular structure to a shape without m
ror plane symmetry. Furthermore, if the dipole moments
strong enough the effects of dipole-dipole interactions on
molecular ordering, and in particular onPI , could become
appreciable. Here, however, our primary interest is not
these effects but rather in the polar order that persists in
limit of perfect mirror symmetry of the molecular shape a
of vanishing dipole-dipole interactions, for which the idea
ized molecular picture is appropriate. Accordingly, the intr
duction of dipole moments to the molecular structure is
sumed to break only the mirror plane symmetry of t
electrostatic profile of the molecule~not its shape, i.e., its
packing properties in the bulk!. A measure of this ‘‘electro-
static chirality’’ for the idealized structure of Fig. 1~d! is
given by m'

* . This measure of molecular chirality is, o
course, not a universal one. Its relevance is restricted to
description of the spontaneous polarization. Other mani
tations of chirality, such as the helical twisting power, i
volve different quantifications of molecular chiral asymme
@30#.

The example of the oblique cylinder was used here a
minimal deviation from rotationally symmetric molecula
structures to provide a simple concrete illustration of t
mechanisms underlying the relation of polarity to tilted o
dering. However, the basic conclusions reached in this s
tion, namely, that the molecular ordering in the Sm-C phase
is intrinsically polar and not adequately described by jus
single tilt order parameter~or a single ‘‘director’’!, can be
readily carried over to more realistic examples of molecu
structure and flexibility.

III. LANDAU EXPANSION

Given that there is more than one tilt order parameter
at least one indigenous polarity order parameter, it is nec
sary to describe how these order parameters are incorpo
in the phenomenological Landau expansion of the free
ergy for the Sm-A–Sm-C phase transition. This is addresse
in the present section using, for simplicity, the example
molecules with the symmetries of the oblique cylinder.

Since there are three second rank tensors, as in Eqs.~9!–
~11!, the diagonalization of which defines three different t
vectors, the formulation of a Landau expansion is not
straightforward as in the case of a single tilt vector. Ob
ously, any linear combination of the three tensors constitu
a new tensor whose diagonalization defines a tilt vector. I
thus possible to use in place of the original three tensors
three linearly independent combinations thereof~see Appen-
dix A!. Of course all such choices are physically equivale
and the corresponding expansions can be transformed
one another. The actual choice is therefore dictated by c
siderations of simplicity and physical clarity. As shown
Appendix A, a description in terms of just two independe
tilt vectors can be obtained in the case of rigid molecules
properly choosing the molecular frame. The explicit cons
eration of several molecular segments and tilt vectors w
2-5
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out restrictions on flexibility, is treated in detail elsewhe
@31#. Here we consider systems that can be described
terms of two tilt vectorst and t8, both of which acquire
nonzero values at the same transition temperatureTA2C .
The tilt vectorst andt8 will be referred to as the primary an
secondary tilts, respectively. Physically, the primary
could be assigned to represent, for example, the tilted or
ing of the mesogenic core and the secondary tilt to repre
the effective mean tilt of the pendant chains. Another po
bility for the physical content oft and t8 is to describe the
average tilt of the overall molecule (t) and the weighted
spread in the tilts exhibited by the different molecular se
ments (t8). Similarly, a single polarity parameterPI will be
used, which is understood to represent the polar ordering
unit pseudovector defined by the vector product of two
propriately chosen molecular vectors.

With all three pseudovectorst,t8,PI along theX(C2) axis,
the rotational invariants that can enter into the extended L
dau expansion are the scalar quantities (t•t),(t8•t8),
(PI•PI),(t•t8),(t•PI), and (t8•PI). Accordingly, the ex-
tended version of the expansion of Eq.~8! for the free energy
of a single smectic layer contains the following leadi
terms:

gA-C5
1

2
at21

1

2
a8t822ctPI2c8t8PI1c9tt81

1

2
dPI

2

1
1

4
bt41•••. ~16!

Here the pseudovectorst,t8,PI are replaced, for notationa
simplicity, by their projectionst,t8,PI along theX axis. The
coefficients a,a8,b,c,c8,c9,d are all scalar ~handedness
symmetric! quantities. The coefficientd is associated with
the decrease in entropy resulting from the polar order
within the smectic layer and is therefore positive (d.0).
The signs of the coefficientsc,c8,c9, associated with the
bilinear coupling contributions among the paramet
t,t8,PI , depend on the choice of the relative signs of t
molecular vectors. The differentiation between the prim
tilt t and the secondaryt8 in the expansion is made by th
inclusion of a fourth power contribution only for the forme
with b.0, and by the strong temperature dependence of
coefficienta. The latter coefficient is assumed to change s
with temperature near the Sm-A–Sm-C transition, whereas
the coefficienta8 is assumed to be, like all the other coef
cients, slowly varying with temperature around the tran
tion. For flexible molecules, however, the variation of t
conformational statistics~and thereby of the ‘‘effective’’ mo-
lecular structure! with temperature could considerably e
hance the temperature dependence of these coefficients
sign of a8 is assumed to be positive, corresponding to
dominance of the entropy decrease associated with the
ondary tilt over the respective lowering of the internal e
ergy. Higher order terms have been omitted from the exp
sion in Eq. ~16! to avoid excessive mathematical burde
However, terms such asPI

2t2 could be of particular impor-
tance for the correct description of the underlying phys
and are therefore not negligible in general@1,27#.
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Minimization of the free energy in Eq.~16! with respect
to t,t8, and PI yields the following expressions for thes
order parameters in terms of the expansion coefficients:

t25~h2a!/b, ~17!

t8/t5r , ~18!

PI /t5R, ~19!

where

h[@c21~cc82c9d!2/~a8d2c82!#/d, ~20!

r[~cc82c9d!/~a8d2c82!, ~21!

and

R[~a8c2c8c9!/~a8d2c82!. ~22!

It is usually assumed that the strong dependence ofa on
temperature near the phase transition is adequately desc
by the form

a/b'a1~T2T0!, ~23!

with a1 constant and positive andT0 a characteristic tem-
perature constant. ForT nearT0,h/b can be approximated by

h/b'h01h1~T2T0!, ~24!

with h0 ,h1 constants. Normallyuh1u!a1, reflecting the weak
dependence ofh/b on temperature. It then follows from Eqs
~17!, ~23!, and~24! that near the Sm-A–Sm-C phase transi-
tion the temperature dependence of the primary tilt is of
form

t2't0
2~TA-C2T!, ~25!

where the phase transition temperatureTA-C is given by

TA-C5T01h0 /~a12h1!, ~26!

and the constant scale factor in Eq.~25! is t0
25a12h1.

IV. SIGN INVERSION OF THE POLARITY ORDER
PARAMETER

Consider next the coefficientR of Eq. ~22!. If the tem-
perature dependence of all the coefficients entering the
pression forR were neglected then, according to Eq.~19!, the
ratio PI /t would be constant with temperature and it wou
follow from Eq. ~25! that PI;ATA-C2T. However, it is ap-
parent from Eq.~22! that this is not necessarily the cas
Although each of the coefficients is taken individually
vary slowly with temperature, their combination could e
hibit a rapid variation. Specifically, the combinationc8c9/a8
represents the couplings of the primary tilt and of the pol
ity to the secondary tilt, scaled by the coefficient of the e
tropic contributions of the latter. If this quantity is near
equal to the couplingc of the polarity to the primary tilt then
the numerator on the right hand side of Eq.~22! will be very
2-6
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sensitive to the temperature dependence of these two, m
ally canceling, terms. The effect could be further magnifi
by reduction of the magnitude of the denominator ifc82,
associated with the coupling of polarity to the secondary
is not small compared to the producta8d associated with the
entropic contribution of these two parameters. Stated m
briefly, R is sensitive to the relative strength of the coupli
of the polarity to the primary and secondary tilts. Two e
treme situations can be considered, corresponding to
complete decoupling of the polarity from one of the tilt p
rameters. Thus ifPI is completely decoupled fromt8, i.e., if
c850, then from Eq.~22! R5c/d. In the other extreme
polarity is exclusively coupled to the secondary tilt, i.e.,c
50, and thenR52c8c9/(a8d2c82). In either of the decou-
pled cases, the temperature dependence ofR does not in-
volve mutually canceling terms and is weaker than in
fully coupled case.

To relate these considerations to the possible tempera
dependence ofPI we note that, quite generally, the temper
ture dependence ofR may be approximated near the tran
tion temperature by

R'R01R1~T2TA-C!, ~27!

where R0 ,R1 are constants. Now, for the cases where,
described above,R1 is not negligible relative toR0, it is
useful to define a characteristic polarity-inversion tempe
ture by

Tinv
P [TA-C2R0 /R1 . ~28!

Near the transition temperature,R can be expressed in term
of Tinv

P as

R'R1~T2Tinv
P !. ~29!

It then follows from Eqs.~19!, ~25!, and ~29! that the tem-
perature dependence ofPI is given by

PI5t0R1~T2Tinv
P !ATA-C2T. ~30!

Depending now on the value ofTinv
P relative toTA-C , the

polarity order parameter could exhibit either a monoto
increase with decreasing temperature~if Tinv

P .TA-C! or a
sign-inverting variation~if Tinv

P ,TA-C). In the latter case, the
magnitudePI starts out from zero atTA-C and increases con
tinuously, on lowering the temperature, to a local maxim
at T5(2TA-C2Tinv

P )/3, then decreases until it vanishes
Tinv

P , and then grows monotonically with inverted sig
Naturally, for the sign inversion to be actually observed
inversion temperatureTinv

P should be lower than the trans
tion temperatureTA-C but still within the temperature rang
of the Sm-C phase. IfTinv

P is too low, falling well outside the
range of the phase, then only the first part of the si
inverting pattern, i.e., the continuous increase toward a lo
maximum, is realized within the Sm-C temperature range
and this behavior appears qualitatively the same as the pu
noninverting behavior (Tinv

P .TA-C). Altogether, according to
the result obtained in Eq.~30! the different types of tempera
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ture dependence can be classified according to the value
single characteristic parameter, the ratioTinv

P /TA-C . The vari-
ous possible cases according to this classification are sh
in Fig. 3.

According to the relation in Eq.~14!, comparison of the
predicted temperature dependence of the indigenous pol
order parameterPI with experiment is possible in the Sm-C*
phase through measurements of the spontaneous polariz
PS . To use this relation it is necessary to specify the ‘‘tran
verse dipole’’ componentm'

* , and in particular its depen
dence on temperature. This in turn depends on the choic
the pseudovectora with respect to which the indigenous po
larity is defined according to Eq.~13!. For rigid molecules,
the orientation ofm relative toa will be fixed and therefore
m'

* will be strictly temperature independent. For flexib
molecules, the temperature dependence ofm'

* will differ for
different choices ofa. In that casem'

* will be temperature
independent only ifa is taken to be fixed relative to th
molecular segments to which the dipole momentm is at-
tached. In any case, assuming thata is chosen in such a way
that m'

* does not change appreciably with temperature o
the range of the Sm-C* phase, it follows from Eqs.~14! and
~30! that the temperature dependence of the spontaneou
larization is of the form

PS5PS
0~T2Tinv

P !ATA-C2T, ~31!

wherePS
0 is a temperature-independent scale factor. Figur

shows a comparison of the theoretical temperature dep
dence with experimental measurements for compounds
hibiting the temperature-inverting behavior@9# as well as for
compounds with the usual monotonic variation of the sp
taneous polarization@32#. The agreement is in all cases qui
good and shows that the classification of the different ty

FIG. 3. Plots of the temperature dependence of the indigen
polarity order parameterPI as calculated from Eq.~30! for different
values of the ratioTinv

P /TA-C ~printed on the left-hand end of eac
curve!.
2-7
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of behavior of the compounds according to the single par
eter Tinv

P /TA-C is quantitatively successful as well. Interes
ingly, the inversion temperatureTinv

P is found to be below the
transition temperatureTA-C , both for the sign-inverting com
pounds and for the monotonic one. Accordingly, the s
inversion in the latter is precluded by the termination of t
Sm-C* phase at a temperature aboveTinv

P . Moreover, the

FIG. 4. Comparison of the theoretical temperature depende
of the spontaneous polarizationPS with measurement. The chem
cal structures of the compounds are drawn at the top of the res
tive graphs. The continuous lines are theoretical fits accordin
Eq. ~31!. ~a! Compounds exhibiting sign inversion~experimental
data from Ref.@9#!. ~b! Compound with the usual monotonic varia
tion of the spontaneous polarization~experimental data from Ref
@32#!. The characteristic temperatureTinv

P for this compound is be-
low the transition temperatureTA-C by 71 K.
03171
-

n

apparent monotonous variation in this case is due toTinv
P

being relatively far below the Sm-C* temperature range~see
the top curve in Fig. 3!.

It is apparent from the structure of the sign-inverting co
pounds in Fig. 4~a! that the dipole moment~and chiral cen-
ter! is situated right at the linkage of the mesogenic core
the chiral end-chain and its ordering is therefore affec
equally strongly by the core and the tail. This is in acco
with the proposed mechanism of competing couplings of
polarity to the primary and secondary tilts. Finally, it is wor
noting here that the different coupling of the polarity to t
primary and the secondary tilt makes it possible to differe
tiate thePS response of compounds that differ with respect
the position of the transverse dipole moment within the m
lecular frame but are otherwise similar in structure and the
fore have similar tilts.

V. SIGN INVERSION OF THE SECONDARY TILT

Analogous considerations apply to the possibility of si
inversion in the temperature dependence of the secon
tilt. By analogy to Eq.~27!, the temperature dependence
the parameterr of Eqs.~18! and~21! near the transition can
be expressed as

r'r 01r 1~T2TA-C!. ~32!

If the constantr 1 is negligible compared tor 0 the ratio of
tilts t8/t in Eq. ~18! is temperature independent. Otherwis

an inversion temperatureTinv
t8 for the secondary tilt can be

defined in terms of the constantsr 0 and r 1:

Tinv
t8 5TA-C2r 0 /r 1 . ~33!

Combining Eqs.~18!, ~25!, and ~33!, the following expres-
sion is obtained for the temperature dependence of the
ondary tilt near the phase transition:

t85t0r 1~T2Tinv
t8 !ATA-C2T. ~34!

Accordingly, if Tinv
t8 falls within the temperature range of th

Sm-C phase the temperature dependence of the secon

tilt will exhibit a continuous sign inversion atTinv
t8 . On com-

paring Eqs.~21!, ~32!, and~33! to the analogous set of Eqs
~22!, ~27!, and ~28!, it becomes evident that the inversio

temperature of the secondary tiltTinv
t8 is in general different

from the inversion temperature of the polarityTinv
P . In par-

ticular, the occurrence of one type of inversion does not n
essarily imply the occurrence of the other.

The vanishing and sign inversion of the secondary
with temperature can be related to the unwinding of the he
and subsequent winding in the opposite sense observe
some Sm-C* compounds. This interpretation is based on t
assumption that the directions of the tilt vectors in adjac
layers are correlated primarily through the direct interact
of the flexible pendant chains on either side of the interfa
If then the secondary tiltt8 is identified with the effective tilt
order parameter of the end-chains, a sign inversion int8 will

ce

c-
to
2-8
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induce an inversion in the sense of the helical winding of
primary tilt vector across the smectic layers.

VI. REDUCTION TO A SINGLE TILT ORDER
PARAMETER DESCRIPTION AND COMPARISON

WITH THE CONVENTIONAL THEORY

The minimization of the free energy in Eq.~16! with re-
spect tot8 leads to the condition

a8t85c8PI2c9t. ~35!

This condition can be used to eliminate the secondary
order parameter from the original free energy expansion.
t8-minimized expression for the free energy, obtained fr
Eqs.~16! and ~35!, has the form

ḡA-C5
1

2
āt21

1

4
bt42 c̄PI t1

1

2
d̄PI

2 , ~36!

with

ā[a2~c9!2/a8,

c̄[c2c8c9/a8, ~37!

d̄[d2~c8!2/a8.

Although the reduced Landau expansion in Eq.~36! is for-
mally an expansion int and PI , part of the information as-
sociated with the eliminated secondary tiltt8 is implicitly
contained in the ‘‘renormalized’’ expansion coefficien
through their expressions in terms of the original coefficie
as shown in Eqs.~37!. In particular, as discussed in Sec. I
the renormalized coefficientsc̄ andd̄ could become sensitive
to temperature variations around the Sm-A–Sm-C transition
in spite of the relative insensitivity of the individual coeffi
cients of the original expansion that combine to produ
them. However, when the reduced expansion is considere
the starting point of the description, such sensitivity to te
perature can only be introducedad hoc.

Mathematically, the form of the reduced expansion
identical to the conventional Landau expansion, in its mi
mal form, used for the free energy of a single layer of t
Sm-C* phase@1,26–28#, namely,

gA-C* 5
1

2
at21

1

4
bt42CPSt1

1

2«0x0
PS

2 . ~38!

To a large extent, however, the resemblance is only forma
the underlying physics is different. Equation~38! describes
chiral compounds; in the absence of chirality it reduces
Eq. ~8!. The coefficientC is assumed to be a pseudosca
associated in some way with molecular chirality. The qu
dratic term inPS is taken to represent the entropic contrib
tion associated with the ordering of the molecular dipol
Accordingly, in the case of achiral compounds no such c
tribution is allowed by the conventional theory. By contra
the expansion of Eq.~36! takes into account the indigenou
polarity and therefore admits such entropic contributions
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both chiral and achiral tilted smectic phases. Since the po
ity is included irrespective of molecular chirality, in the ca
of chiral molecules the free energy in Eq.~36! is modified
only to the extent dictated by the additional interactions
sociated with molecular chirality and the electrostatic forc
among the transverse molecular dipoles. Normally the effe
of such interactions on the stability of tilted and polar ord
ing are estimated to be rather marginal. Thus the free en
will include a direct electrostatic contribution of the form

2delPS
252del~Nm'

* !2PI
2 , ~39!

with the coefficientdel.0 and with the magnitude of this
electrostatic term much smaller than that of the entro
term, i.e.,

l[del~Nm'
* !2/d̄!1. ~40!

The differences in the physics underlying the Landau exp
sions in Eqs.~36! and ~38! have direct implications on the
thermodynamics of the Sm-A–Sm-C transition. For ex-
ample, ignoring all interlayer~helical structure, etc.! contri-
butions to the free energy, Eq.~38! gives the following ex-
pression for the difference between the transiti
temperatures of the chiral~pure enantiomer! and achiral~ra-
cemic! phases@1#:

TA-C* 2TA-C5~«0x0 /a0!C2, ~41!

where the temperature dependence of the parametera, near
the phase transition, is taken to bea'a0(T2T0). The result
obtained for this difference from the reduced expansion
Eq. ~36! is

TA2C* 2TA-C5~ c̄2/d̄!@l/~12l!#, ~42!

and is essentially proportional to the rather small relat
contribution l of the electrostatic interactions associat
with the molecular dipole moment components that surv
as a result of the chiral asymmetry of the molecules. T
smallness of the predicted temperature shift is in agreem
with the rather small values generally obtained from m
surements on enantiomeric mixtures@33,34#. For a direct
quantitative comparison, however, it would be necessary
take into account the contributions associated with the h
cal winding of the director across the smectic layers of
chiral phase.

It has been suggested@16# that an additional, higher order
‘‘piezoelectric’’ term C8PSt3 should be included in Eq.~38!
in order to account for the sign-inverting temperature dep
dence ofPS in the context of the conventional Landau e
pansion. The resulting free energy expansion leads to
following dependence of the spontaneous polarization on
tilt:

PS

t
5«0x0~C2C8t2!. ~43!

Accordingly, PS would undergo a sign inversion at a tem
perature at whicht2 became equal toC/C8. For sign inver-
2-9
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sion to occur it is therefore required thatC andC8 be of the
same sign~in the convention used here! and thatC8@C,
since the expansion is valid for smallt2. Thus the conven-
tional description implies that the sign-inverting compoun
belong to a class where, for some reason, the lower o
piezoelectric coefficientC is much weaker than the highe
order oneC8, i.e., to a class of compounds that are in mark
contrast with the normally assumed ascending relative
nificance of higher order expansion terms near the ph
transition.

Under these conditions forC and C8, the temperature
dependence for the spontaneous polarization in the case
second order Sm-A–Sm-C* phase transition is of the form

PS;~T2Tinv* !ATA-C2T, ~44!

with the inversion temperature parameter given by

Tinv* 5TA-C2C/C8a0~b14CC8«0x0!. ~45!

It is apparent, on comparing Eq.~44! with Eq. ~31!, that the
conventional Landau expansion with higher order piezoe
tric contributions and the extended expansion in Eq.~16!,
using the indigenous polarity and the secondary tilt, lead
functionally identical forms for the temperature depende
of PS . Each form is parametrized by the transition tempe
ture TA2C and an inversion temperature. However, the u
derlying physical picture is different and the inversion te
peratures are related to physically different expans
coefficients:Tinv

P of Eq. ~31! is related to the coupling of the
indigenous polarity to the primary and secondary tilts a
applies to both chiral and achiral molecules, whereasTinv*
applies only to chiral molecules and is related to the pie
electric coefficientsC andC8.

Finally, on further minimizing the free energy in Eq.~36!
with respect toPI , the indigenous polarity order paramet
can be eliminated from the expression of the minimized f
energy, yielding an expansion in only the primary tilt ord
parametert. This expansion has the same form as the c
ventional expansion in Eq.~8!. However, the renormalized
coefficients in the (t8,PI)-minimized expansion are func
tions of the coefficients of the initial expansion of Eq.~16!
rather than ‘‘starting’’ coefficients as in Eq.~8!.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that the conventional phenomenolog
description of the Sm-A–Sm-C phase transition in terms of
single tilt order parameter is applicable only to molecu
that have an axis of higher than twofold rotational symme
Such molecular symmetry requirements, however, are
met by any of the real molecules forming Sm-C phases. We
have also shown that the symmetries and the conformati
structure of the real molecules give rise to several, mutu
independent, tilt order parameters and also to polar arra
ment of the molecules. The latter is described by pseudo
tor ‘‘indigenous polarity’’ order parameters and is shown
be compatible with the symmetries of the achiral SmC
phase as well as of the chiral Sm-C* .
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A phenomenological Landau expansion in terms of t
tilt order parameters~primary and secondary! and of an in-
digenous polarity order parameterPI is shown to describe
consistently the Sm-A–Sm-C transition and the appearanc
of spontaneous electric polarizationPS in the chiral Sm-C* .
The relation ofPS to PI is established by means of a we
defined molecular quantitym'

* that quantifies the chirality of
the electrostatic profile of the molecule. The derived te
perature dependence of the spontaneous polarization
volves a single characteristic reduced temperatureTinv

P /TA-C

whose value differentiates between the compounds show
the usual monotonic variation of the spontaneous polar
tion with temperature and those exhibiting a sign-inverti
variation. Temperature dependence measurements on
types of compound are accounted for very accurately.

On the phenomenological level, the sign inversion ofPS
is obtained as a result of competition between the coup
of the indigenous polarity to the primary tilt order parame
and to the secondary one. On the molecular level, the im
cations of this competition are compatible with the picture
competing molecular conformations with opposite contrib
tions to the spontaneous polarization. They do not exclu
however, the picture of competing intermolecular intera
tions, particularly if the conformational changes substantia
affect the global structure of the molecule, not just the p
that contributes to the spontaneous polarization.

A similar sign-inverting behavior is found possible for th
secondary tilt order parameter and can be related to the
version of the helical pitch. In the underlying molecular pi
ture the secondary tilt is associated with the tail segme
which essentially control the interlayer correlations of t
primary tilt.

This description differs from the conventional one main
in that it recognizes that~i! polar ordering is present in th
tilted smectic phase and is not a result of chirality and~ii ! the
tilted ordering is not always adequately described in terms
a single order parameter. On eliminating, by minimization
the free energy, the secondary tilt and the indigenous pola
order parameter, the extended Landau expansion reduc
the conventional form of the expansion for the Sm-A to
Sm-C ~or Sm-C* ) transition but with different physical con
tent for the expansion coefficients.
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APPENDIX A

The purpose of this appendix is to identify different se
of independent order parameters describing tilt and pola
and to determine the relations among such sets. This is d
2-10
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for rigid molecules possessing a plane of symmetry an
twofold rotation axis perpendicular to it. For concretene
we use the molecular geometry in Fig. 1~c!, i.e., molecules
whose orientation can be described completely in terms
two noncollinear unit vectorss ands8 lying on the plane of
symmetry of the molecule and forming a fixed angle« ~see
Fig. 5!. As explained in Sec. II B, the relevant orientation
order parameters up to second rank for such molecules

hab
(s) ,hab

(s8) ,hab
(s,s8) , and^ax& and they are given in Eqs.~9!–

~12!.
We define an orthogonal frame of molecular axesxyz

such thatx coincides with the twofold symmetry axis and th
unit vectors along the other two axes are related tosands8 as
follows:

z5~s1s8!/2 cos~«/2!, ~A1!

y5~s2s8!/2sin~«/2!.

By analogy then with the order parameters in Eqs.~9!–~11!
we can define the order parameters associated with the
vectors of the molecular frame:

hab
(z)5~3^zazb&2dab!/2,

hab
(y)5~3^yayb&2dab!/2, ~A2!

hab
(y,z)53^zayb1yazb&/4.

The polar order parameter^ax& is expressed in terms of th
molecular axes as

^aX&5sin«^~z3y!X&52sin«^xX&. ~A3!

The second rank order parameters associated with the ve
s,s8 can be obtained from the corresponding order para
eters of the molecular frames according to the relations

hab
(s)5cos2~«/2!hab

(z)1sin2~«/2!hab
(y)1sin«hab

(y,z) ,

FIG. 5. Graphic representation of the molecular vectors, a
frames, and angles introduced in Eqs.~A1! and ~A8! in relation to
the oblique cylinder geometry.
03171
a
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hab
(s8)5cos2~«/2!hab

(z)1sin2~«/2!hab
(y)2sin«hab

(y,z) ,
~A4!

hab
(s,s8)5cos2~«/2!hab

(z)2sin2~«/2!hab
(y) .

Now, if we describe the orientation of the molecular fram
xyz relative to the macroscopic, phase fixed, frameXYZ by
the three Euler angles@35# f,q,c, the relevant tilt and po-
larity order parameters associated with the molecular a
frame are given by

hYZ
(z)52^sin 2q cosf&/2,

hYZ
(y)5^sin 2q cosf cos2c2sinq sinf sin 2c&/2,

~A5!

hYZ
(yz)5^cos 2q cosf cosc2cosq sinf sinc&/2,

^xX&5^cosq sinf sinc2cosf cosc&/2.

It is apparent from these equations that the four order par
eters are, in general, independent. In the special case w
thec rotations are completely unbiased~higher than twofold
rotational symmetry about the molecularz axis!, only one
independent tilt order parameter survives since then E
~A5! yield

hYZ
(y)52hYZ

(z)/2 ~A6!

and

hYZ
(yz)505^xX&. ~A7!

In the general case, it is always possible to eliminate
‘‘mixed’’ order parameterhYZ

(yz) by rotating the molecular
frame about thex axis by an angleu to the molecular frame
of the principal molecular axesx̃,ỹ,z̃ ~see Fig. 5!. The angle
u of rotation is given by the relation

tan 2u52hYZ
(yz)/~hYZ

(z)2hYZ
(y)!. ~A8!

This rotation makes the mixed order parameter vanish
leaves the polar order parameter invariant since the axx

and x̃ coincide. The order parameters expressed in the
frames are related as follows:

hYZ
(z)5hYZ

( z̃)cos2u,

hYZ
(y)5hYZ

( ỹ)sin2u,

hYZ
(yz)5~hYZ

( z̃)2hYZ
( ỹ)!sin 2u/2, ~A9!

hYZ
( ỹz̃)50,

^ x̃X&5^xX&.

Accordingly, it is possible to replace the description in term
of three tilt order parameters~associated with the tenso

componentshYZ
(s) ,hYZ

(s8) ,hYZ
(s,s8)) by a description in terms o

is
2-11
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just two tilt parameters~associated withhYZ
( z̃) ,hYZ

( ỹ)) and a
molecular axis rotation angleu. The polar order parameter i
identical in both descriptions.

APPENDIX B

Here we derive Eq.~14! for molecules of the idealized
structure shown in Fig. 1~d!. The spontaneous polarizatio
PS is related to the ensemble average of the molecular dip
momentm according to@1#

PS5N^m&. ~B1!

whereN is the molecular number density. To relate the e
semble averagêm& to the appropriate order parameters w
expressm in the molecular frame defined by the two vecto
s,s8 of Fig. 1~d!:

m5as1bs81g~s3s8!, ~B2!

where

a5@~m•s!2~m•s8!cos«#/sin2«,

b5@~m•s8!2~m•s!cos«#/sin2«, ~B3!
ls

s.

o

E

,

ys

i,

.

K
lec

ro

J

C

03171
le

-

g5@m•~s3s8!#/sin2«,

and « is the angle formed by the vectorss, s8 as shown in
Fig. 5.

Since the molecules are assumed to be rigid, i.e., the
pole moment is fixed relative to the vectorss,s8 and the latter
are fixed relative to each other, the ensemble average^m&
can be expressed as follows:

^m&5a^s&1b^s8&1g^~s3s8!&. ~B4!

As explained in Sec. II,̂s&505^s8& due to the symme-
tries of the Sm-C phase. Furthermore, noting that (s3s8)
5a and therefore sin«5uau, the ensemble average in E
~B4! can be written as

^m&5g^~s3s8!&5~m•a!^a&/uau25@~m•a!/uau#PI ,
~B5!

where the last equality follows from the definition of th
indigenous polarity in Eq.~13!. On substituting this expres
sion in Eq.~B1! and definingm'

* [(m•a)/uau we obtain Eq.
~14!.
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